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ABSTRACT  

The graphics-intensive nature of most virtual 
environments (VEs) prevents many people with visual 
impairment from being able to successfully explore them. 
A percentage of the population of people with visual 
impairment are known to use echolocation —sound waves 
and their reflections— to better explore their 
surroundings. In this paper, we describe the development 
of an echolocation-enabled VE (Echo-House) and evaluate 
the feasibility of using echolocation as a novel technique 
to explore this environment. Results showed that 
echolocation gave participants an improved sense of space 
in the VE. However, the evaluation also identified a range 
of orientation and mobility issues and found that 
participants needed additional support to gain confidence 
in their use of echolocation in the VE. Our findings 
suggest that with proper support, echolocation has the 
potential to improve access to VEs for people who are 
blind or visually impaired by revealing features that 
would be otherwise inaccessible. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Technology has facilitated access to information and 
generated new possibilities for entertainment. Virtual 
experiences, such as virtual environments (VEs) and 
videogames, and their ever-increasing relevance in 
popular culture are a prime example of this [9, 18]. 
However, the high sensory capabilities that most virtual 
experiences require from their users leads to the exclusion 
of users with different physical or mental abilities. In the 
case of people with visual impairment, exclusion from 
virtual experiences is most evident, as they cannot rely on 
the visual output that most of these experiences produce. 

People with visual impairment need to use nonvisual 
stimuli to construct a mental map of their surroundings, 
both in the physical and virtual world [34]. Despite the 
development of different approaches to navigation of 
virtual spaces, there are unexplored opportunities to 
incorporate navigation techniques that people with visual 
impairment use in the physical world into VEs. 

In this paper, we aim to explore the feasibility of 
building a VE that allows for the simulation of 
echolocation —the use of sound waves and their echo 
reverberations — and evaluate the use of echolocation as a 



 

 

novel technique to assist people with visual impairment to 
explore the environment. To do this, we present a 
prototype echolocation-enabled VE, Echo-House, and 
discuss findings from a small-scale proof-of-concept 
laboratory-based evaluation conducted with participants 
who have a range of visual impairments. While we have 
focused on the development of a VE, the overlap between 
VEs and videogames means that our findings could 
equally be applied to existing videogames or used to 
create new and more accessible games.  

We begin by introducing the concept of sensory 
substitution, which underpins the way in which people 
with visual impairment interact with technology. This will 
be followed by a review of previous work on echolocation 
and a review of the existing trends in virtual experiences 
for people with visual impairment, focusing on 
videogames. We then describe the design decisions made 
in implementing the prototype of Echo-House and the 
methodology followed for its evaluation. Finally, results 
from the prototype evaluation are presented, and we 
discuss conclusions regarding the feasibility of using 
echolocation as a novel technique to explore VEs. 

1.1 Sensory substitution 

In order for people with visual impairment to navigate the 
world around them, it is necessary for them to use 
mechanisms that replace visual sensory input with other 
types of input. Sensory substitution is the translation of 
information from one sense to another, with auditory and 
tactile feedback being the most common senses used to 
replace visual feedback [26]. Research in this field is 
extensive, with Bach-y-Rita et al. [6] studying this field for 
decades, and trialing systems that use other sensory 
organs, such as the tongue [2, 5, 23], or the skin [3, 4] to 
replace visual information. 

Specific sensory-substitution devices, that aim to assist 
people with visual impairment to navigate the physical 
world by replacing visual feedback with tactile or auditory 
feedback, have appeared in the literature: [6, 17, 24, 26]. 
These devices use cameras, ultrasound or optic emitters 
paired with a receiver to detect deflections of emitted 
signals. Once a signal is emitted and detected by the 
receiver, these devices produce either auditory or tactile 
feedback to indicate characteristics of the environment, 
such as distance between the user of the device and 
potential obstacles. 3D printed tangible interfaces have 
also been explored as means of sensory substitution to 
assist people with visual impairment to create a mental 
map of their surroundings [21, 36, 37]. 

The sensory-substitution approach has been taken to 
virtual worlds primarily by using auditory cues as 
substitutes for visual cues: Ohuchi et al. [29] presented a 
sound-based virtual maze that participants could explore 
with a game controller instead of by walking, in order to 
form a mental map of a location. Sánchez et al. [35] and 

Connors et al. [15] describe the design, implementation 
and evaluation of a VE that was modelled after a location 
in the real world. Players with visual impairment could 
explore the VE via the use of sound cues. Ohuchi et al. 
[29] and Connors et al. [15] agree that using sound-based 
virtual mazes modelled after locations in the real world 
improves the capabilities of people with visual impairment 
to create a mental map of an unknown location. 

1.2 Echolocation 

Echolocation is a skill that has been observed in bats and 
some aquatic mammals [40]. According to Kolarik et al. 
[24], and Kupers et al. [25], echolocation in humans is the 
ability to use self-generated sounds and their echo 
reverberations to build a mental image of the surrounding 
spaces. The sound can be generated through a mouth-
click, a clap, footsteps, or by hitting a cane on the floor. 
The use of self-generated sounds and echoes stimulate the 
visual cortex of the brain of echolocators [24, 39], 
resulting in a form of sensory substitution by which visual 
input is replaced by auditory input. 

The process of echolocation consists of two steps: 
transmission, which is the process of producing a sound, 
usually with the mouth, and reception, which is the 
process of listening to the sound emitted as it combines 
with its reverberation over surfaces. Over long distances, 
there is a perceptible gap between the moment the person 
listens to the sound they have produced and the upcoming 
echoes [24, 40].  

Most individuals who echolocate use clicking sounds 
produced with their tongues [32]. The physical 
characteristics of the clicking sounds echolocators use 
have been analyzed. Kolarik et al. [24] and Thaler et al. 
[40] have found that the mouth-clicks produced by 
individuals who echolocate last for approximately 3ms to 
10ms, with an interval of 250ms between clicks. Sound 
levels range from 60 to 108 dB SPL, with maximum energy 
in the frequency range of 8 kHz to 10kHz. Thaler et al. 
[40] have produced artificial clicks based on the 
parameters obtained from gathering a large sample of 
mouth-clicks produced by expert echolocators as a step 
towards the development of computational models of 
human echolocation. 

It is estimated that 20 per cent to 30 per cent of blind 
individuals can use echolocation in varying degrees [38], 
and the functional benefits that echolocation offers 
include: the ability to determine distance, position, size, 
shape or material of surfaces or objects by detecting sound 
reflections over them [24, 38, 39]. These benefits highlight 
the potential for echolocation to provide a more nuanced 
form of sensory substitution in VEs when compared to 
existing auditory-cue-based approaches. Moreover, 
according to Thaler [38], previous research has found that 
echolocation improves spatial orientation skills in blind 
people under experimental conditions. 
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Some of the obstacles in learning echolocation are the 
amount of practice it requires, the cognitive load it creates 
and the fact that training methods are still in the early 
stages of development [30]. An initial attempt to teach 
echolocation by using technology is presented by Wu et 
al. [44], who have developed a mobile application that 
uses pre-recorded echoes to provide orientation and 
navigation clues for users exploring a grid-like maze 
environment. Based on a preliminary evaluation of this 
system, Wu et al. concluded that using echoes in a virtual 
maze could be a promising way of increasing people’s 
awareness of echo cues. However, that research is still in 
development and, to the best of our knowledge, this is the 
only study to date that explores the potential use of 
echolocation in a VE. Notably, the aim of Wu et al. ’s 
research is to train people to use echolocation, rather than 
using echolocation as a way of enabling visually impaired 
people to explore VEs.   

In the following section, we explore the various 
existing approaches that have been taken to attempt to 
make virtual experiences, particularly videogames, more 
accessible to visually impaired or blind users. This is 
crucial, as people with low or no vision rely on the 
combination of different mechanisms, such as canes, guide 
dogs and echolocation, to make sense of their 
surroundings, it is likely that a range of approaches will 
be needed to navigate VEs. 

1.3 Virtual experiences for visually impaired people 

Virtual experiences occur outside the physical world and 
include virtual environments and videogames. There is an 
overlap between VEs and videogames; however, a 
videogame is usually contained within a VE, and a VE 
may or may not involve game play [9]. There is a growing 
body of literature that describes virtual experiences 
designed for people with visual impairment. [15, 20, 26, 29, 
34, 41], where the terms “virtual environment” or 
“videogame” are used interchangeably. These experiences 
use sensory substitution as their basis for interaction by 
replacing visual with auditory output and the goal of some 
of these experiences is to assist people with visual 
impairment in the creation of a mental map of specific 
locations [15, 29, 34]. 

Without sensory substitution, VEs remain barely 
accessible to blind and visually impaired people [27]. 
However, a new trend in accessible videogames is 
emerging: audiogames. These are “computer games that 
feature complete auditory interfaces, so that they can be 
played without the use of graphics” [19]. A collection of 
over 700 of these games can be found on the website 
http://www.audiogames.net. The site offers games of 
different genres and hosts a thriving community of game 
developers and players with visual impairment. 

Interaction in audiogames is based on earcons, and 
voice cues. Earcons are auditory representations of 

messages, functions, states and labels used in computer 
systems —and, by extension, in computer games— as 
alternatives to visual icons [10]. Blattner et al have 
categorized earcons as representational earcons, also 
known as auditory icons, and abstract earcons [10]. 
Representational icons are digitalized versions of 
naturally-occurring sounds, and abstract earcons are 
earcons constructed using a single pitch or a group of 
pitches. 

According to White et al. [43], unlike videogames, 
audiogames lack a consistent set of earcons to convey 
cues from the game. This lack of consistency means that 
each new audiogame experience must be learned afresh. 
Audiogames aim to provide players with visual 
impairment with mechanisms to focus on exploration as a 
central part of the gaming experience, making navigation 
itself a “fun and open-ended part of the experience” [19], 
even if each new audiogame requires for the player to 
become familiar with a new set of earcons.   

While audiogames can encourage exploration, the 
current interaction mechanisms limit the degree of 
freedom that players have for exploring. Ghali et al. [20] 
have found audiogames rely on the following three 
interaction patterns: verbal information, where the players 
are told when to press a key to produce an action; time-
based mechanisms, where actions of players are timed by 
earcons; and constrained navigation mechanisms, where 
the player usually moves over a grid, with one press of a 
key corresponding exactly to one step, and movement 
occurring over a predefined set of positions and in four 
specific directions: up, down, left and right. 

We propose the use of echolocation as a way to assist 
people with visual impairment in freely exploring VEs 
using a novel technique that provides a greater degree of 
freedom than the techniques currently used in 
audiogames. To achieve this goal, we have designed and 
evaluated Echo-House, a VE that supports the use of 
artificial mouth-clicks, claps and echo reverberations, 
enabling for the simulation of echolocation. 

2: DESIGNING ECHO-HOUSE 

Echo-House is the echolocation-enabled virtual 
environment (VE) designed for this study. It was created 
using Unity 5.6 and the echolocation features were 
developed with the SteamAudio plug-in, version 2.0 beta 
5. Echo-House consisted of three levels with different 
layouts, as shown in Fig. 1 (not drawn to scale). 



 

 

 

Fig. 1: Layouts of the three levels created as part of Echo-
House. 

2.1 Layout of Echo-House 

The three levels of Echo-House were modelled after rooms 
in a house. Each level had a goal that participants needed 
to reach in order to move on to the next level (marked as 
an X on the layouts presented in Fig. 1). Level (a) 
represented a long corridor with two tall drawers as 
obstacles; level (b) was modelled after a bedroom with 
pieces of furniture around the room, and level (c) was 
modelled as a living-room with a TV set, a couch, cabinets 
and a u-shaped inner wall. The use of Unity and the 
SteamAudio plug-in allowed for the generation of 3D 
binaural sounds to indicate the position of the goals in 
each level, creating a sense that each goal had a fixed 
position in space. Each goal had a unique representational 
earcon associated with it. The earcon chosen for level (a) 
was the sound of a cat meowing; in level (b) participants 
could hear an alarm clock; and in level (c), the sound of 
candy being unwrapped indicated the position of the goal. 

While we used 3D binaural sound to signal the goals of 
each one of the three levels, each level presented a unique 
experimental condition (described further in the 
Methodology section below). Level (a) allowed 
participants to use echolocation but did not give any 
feedback if they hit an obstacle, level (b) used voice cues 
indicating the name of the object participants collided 
with but did not provide echolocation support, and level 
(c) used both echolocation and voice cues with the name 
of the objects participants collided with. Table 1 
summarizes the layout, auditory icon to indicate the goal, 
and experimental condition of each level.  

Table 1: Summary of the three levels of Echo-House, 
their layout, auditory icon to indicate the location of 

the goal, and experimental condition 

Level Layout Goal cue Condition 
(a) Corridor Cat Echolocation only 
(b) Bedroom Alarm Voice cues only 
(c) Living room Candy Echolocation and 

Level Layout Goal cue Condition 
voice cues 

2.2 Exploring Echo-House 

To explore each level of Echo-House, participants 
controlled a virtual avatar created from the Unity standard 
assets. To increase the feeling of presence in the VE, the 
virtual character could use one of these three auditory 
icons: footsteps, artificially synthetised mouth-clicks or 
claps. The three sounds could be produced in all levels; 
however, the sounds did not produce any echo on level 
(b). The footsteps were heard automatically as participants 
walked around Echo-House, whereas participants were 
able to control when to produce the mouth-click sound or 
the clapping sound by pressing the space bar or the 
Control key. Additionally, participants could use the Alt 
key to hear the 3D binaural cue that indicated the position 
of the goal. The character used in this study could move 
like most characters in first-person games: the arrow keys 
controlled the direction in which the character moved, 
and the keys a-w-s-d controlled the position of the camera 
that indicated the avatar’s first-person perspective. 

2.3 Echo capabilities in Echo-House 

By using Unity and the SteamAudio plug-in, we were able 
to generate real-time physics-based sound reflections 
based on the geometry of each level. The sound reflections 
generated by the plug-in used a head-related transfer 
function (HRTF) to simulate how sound reaches a listener, 
and the delay produced when the sound reaches each ear. 
This delay is a key factor for echolocators to estimate 
distance of surrounding objects or obstacles [44] and 
through the simulation of the sound reflections and HRTF 
we gave Echo-House echolocation capabilities. 

It must be noted, however, that Echo-House used a 
generic HRTF provided by the SteamAudio plug-in. While 
a customized HRTF could have improved participants’ 
sense of presence, person-specific HRTFs are time-
consuming to build [33], and the version of the plug-in 
used in Echo-House does not accept customized HRTFs. 

Another feature of the SteamAudio plug-in is the 
ability to assign materials such as wood, ceramic or carpet 
to each element —wall, floor or piece of furniture— in 
Echo-House. Objects modelled with different materials 
absorb and reflect sound frequencies differently [24, 45]. 
This difference in sound reflection based on materials 
produced a more realistic experience, particularly for 
participants who know how to use echolocation in the 
physical world. 

The artificial mouth-click the virtual avatar emitted was 
modelled upon the data and model proposed by Thaler et 
al. [40], which was based on a large number of samples 
collected from three expert echolocators. With the 
samples, Thaler et al. were able to produce a model of 
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synthesized mouth-clicks optimized according to the 
parameters obtained from the three expert echolocators. 

2.4 Additional considerations 

Apart from the echolocation capabilities, Echo-House 
incorporated voice cues and representational earcons. At 
the beginning of each level, participants would hear a 
brief description of the room they were in and the goal 
they had to reach. We chose to use pre-recorded voice 
cues over artificial speech synthesis and representational 
earcons over abstract earcons in an attempt to create an 
interface that is more appealing for participants [34]. 

While Wu et al. [44] proposed a system that enabled 
the use of echolocation to explore a virtual space, there 
are significant differences between their implementation 
and the one presented in this study. In particular, Wu et 
al. aimed to facilitate the learning of echolocation whereas 
we are evaluating if it is feasible to explore a virtual space 
using echolocation as an interaction technique. These 
different goals resulted in different ways to move around 
the virtual space. While Wu et al. used a grid-like system, 
we gave players the ability to move in any direction and 
for any length they desired. Moreover, our approach to 
producing echoes is different. Wu et al. relied on pre-
recorded echoes, while we produced real-time echoes 
based on the geometry of the virtual room. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

To assess whether echolocation can feasibly be used to 
explore a VE, we conducted a pilot evaluation study of 
Echo-House. In addition, we aimed to gain in-depth 
insights about participants’ experiences of using 
echolocation in a VE. The study required participants to 
use the Echo-House VE for a pre-determined period of 
time and then participate in a semi-structured interview. 
Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyse 
data gathered from five participants. This project received 
approval from the Ethics Committee of the University 
(Ethics ID 1749810). 

3.1 Participants 

Participants were recruited via posts on online 
noticeboards, the University Student Equity and Disability 
Services, and word-of-mouth. Five participants were 
recruited for the study. They will be referred to as P1-P5 in 
this paper. Our decision to not engage with the 
community of visually impaired people outside of the 
university for this proof-of-concept evaluation made it 
difficult for us to obtain a larger sample. All participants 
self-identified as visually impaired. Table 2 summarizes 
the characteristics of the participants. 

Table 2: Characteristics of participants, including 
their age range, impairment, whether they know 

how to echolocate and the assistive technology they 
used 

P Age 
range 

Impairment Echolocator Assistive 
technology 

1 50-60 Low vision No None 
2 20-30 Blind Yes Screen 

reader 
3 50-60 Blind Yes Screen 

reader 
4 20-30 Low vision No None 
5 70-80 Low vision, 

hard of 
hearing 

No Magnifier 

For this study, a decision was made not to use sighted 
blindfolded control subjects. While this had consequences in 
relation to the number of participants that could be recruited, 
previous studies that have compared the echolocation 
capabilities in blind and sighted participants have found that, on 
average, blind participants outperform sighted counterparts [25]. 
Moreover, people with low or no vision have learned a set of 
orientation and mobility techniques that sighted counterparts 
have not developed, as the latter rely almost entirely on their 
sight to navigate new spaces [31]. 

3.2 Procedure and data collection 

The study consisted of a 45-minute playing session and a 
15-minute semi-structured interview. While the interview 
was scheduled to last 15 minutes, P2, P3 and P5 were 
happy to go beyond the pre-established time. This 
commitment allowed them to provide additional rich 
insights on their interaction with Echo-House. During the 
playing session, participants had to explore the three 
levels of Echo-House described in Fig. 1 and were 
encouraged to think aloud to describe what was going on 
in their heads during the playing session. Think aloud data 
were included in the qualitative analysis. 

This study followed an alternating treatments design 
[7] to ensure that the order in which participants explored 
the levels of Echo-House did not affect the final results. 
Participants were separated in two groups. One group 
completed the levels in the following order: (a), (b), (c), the 
other group completed the levels in following order: (c), 
(a), (b). To prevent carryover effects, or the effects of 
participants reaching the goal quicker after becoming 
familiar with the layout, each level had a different layout, 
as shown in Fig. 1. As already discussed and shown in 
Table 1 each level had a different experimental condition, 
with level (a) having echolocation-only, level (b) having 
voice cues only, and level (c) having echolocation and 
voice cues. The condition of no echolocation was 
introduced as a control, while the combined echolocation 
and voice cue condition allowed us to consider the impact 
that combining modalities would have on the participants 
ability to navigate the environment, as compared to 
echolocation only.  



 

 

Qualitative and quantitative data were gathered to 
evaluate the use of echolocation to explore the VE. The 
participants’ playing session was automatically recorded. 
Video and key logs were generated. Upon completing the 
playing session, participants took part in a semi-
structured interview. If participants knew how to 
echolocate in the physical world, they were asked a set of 
slightly different questions that focused on understanding 
this skill and how they correlated it to the VE. The 
interviews were audio-recorded after obtaining 
participants’ consent. 

Quantitative data obtained from the video recordings of 
participants’ playing session and log files were analyzed 
using descriptive statistics graphics. The data obtained 
from the think aloud process and the interviews were 
analyzed using thematic analysis [1], where the analysis 
focused on identifying themes related to participants’ 
ability to explore the VE. 

3.3 Physical set up 

Fig. 2 shows the setup used during the evaluation. 
Participants sat in front of a monitor, a mouse and a 
standard English-layout keyboard. The monitor and the 
mouse were not connected to a computer but were there 
to act as props and emulate a gaming desktop PC. The 
keyboard was connected to a laptop that ran Echo-House. 
The laptop was positioned so that even if participants had 
low vision they could not look at the screen. 

Participants used semi-closed headphones during the 
gameplay. This type of headphone partially isolates 
external noises. The pair of headphones used during 
gameplay provided a flat frequency response, without 
creating the bass enhancement which is common in most 
commercial headphones. The echo produced by the 
elements in the VE was amplified so that it would be 
easier for participants to detect it. 

 

Fig. 2: Participant interacting with Echo-House 

All participants had been contacted through digital 
media before the evaluation, so it was safe to assume that 
they would be familiar with the use of a standard 
computer keyboard. Moreover, Sánchez et al. [34] have 

found the keyboard to be the most common input device 
used in games for people with visual impairment. 

3: RESULTS 

In this section, we describe quantitative and qualitative 
results from the evaluation of Echo-House. Quantitative 
results include the time participants took to complete each 
level, and the number of times participants used the 
different audio cues provided in Echo-House. Qualitative 
findings center around how echolocation in the VE 
compares to echolocation in the physical world, 
participants’ opinions on the way they interacted with 
Echo-House, and participants’ need for proper scaffolding 
in order to take the most advantage of echolocation in 
Echo-House. 

3.1 Quantitative Results 

Descriptive statistical analyses of the auto-recorded videos 
of participant playing session and log data focused on two 
key aspects: completion time of each level, and number of 
times participants used the different audio cues available: 
artificial mouth-clicks, claps, or a 3D binaural sound to 
indicate the position of the goal. Table 3 shows 
completion time for each level, and Fig. 3 shows the use of 
the sound cues. 

Table 3 shows that all participants except P2 took less 
than 30 minutes to complete the three levels of Echo-
House. The table also shows P2 and P3 took the longest to 
complete level (a). This level offered the echolocation-only 
experimental condition, so P2 and P3 spent several 
minutes familiarizing themselves with the artificial 
mouth-click, the clapping sound, and the echo these 
sounds produced. Finally, the table shows that all 
participants, except P2 completed level (b) faster than the 
other levels; level (b) was the voice-cues only control 
condition. 

Table 3: Completion time by level and participant in 
minutes and seconds 

Participant Level (a) Level (b) Level (c) Total 
1 6:25 4:09 17:56 20:30 
2 10:24 14:48 22:46 47:58 
3 17:30 3:04 9:07 29:41 
4 6:40 5:02 8:33 22:15 
5 6:59 4:36 9:43 21:18 

Fig. 3 shows the total number of times participants used the 
sound cues available to them: artificial mouth clicks, clapping 
sounds, or a 3D binaural sound indicating the position of the 
goal in the virtual space. The Fig. shows that participants who 
were blind (P2 and P3) generated many more mouth-click and 
clapping sounds relative to the participants with low vision. This 
predisposition to use the echolocation cues could be attributed to 
the fact that P2 and P3 have used echolocation for years. The Fig. 
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shows that P2, who used the mouth-click and clapping sounds 
the most, was also the one who used the 3D binaural cue that 
indicated the position of the goal less often, while P5, who was 
hard of hearing, relied almost entirely on the 3D binaural cue 
that indicated the position of the goal. This suggests that 
participants each had their own preferences for how to navigate 
through the levels, with the two participants who already used 
echolocation using the echo cues more often than the other 
participants. It was to be expected that P5 preferred not to use 
the echolocation cues, as this participant was hard of hearing; 
however, P5 could successfully perceive the binaural 3D sound 
that signaled the position of the goal. 

 

Fig. 3: Total number of times participants used the 
artificial mouth-clicks, the clapping sounds, or the 3D 

binaural cues indicating the position of the goal 

3.2 Qualitative Results 

The following sub-sections describe the common themes 
found across the interviews with the different 
participants. These themes include: echolocation in the VE 
and how it compares to echolocation in the physical 
world; comments on movement and interaction; and the 
need for additional support, or scaffolding, to successfully 
use echolocation in a VE. 

3.2.1 Echolocation in the virtual environment. All 
participants except P5, who is hard of hearing, were able 
to perceive the echo generated in the VE after emitting the 
mouth-click or clapping sounds in the levels that 
supported it. The echo was described by the participants 
as giving them a sense of space. While exploring level (a), 
which simulated a long corridor and where echolocation 
was the only feedback available, P3 stated “The room 
seems very deep with the [mouth] click”, and as soon as 
P3 reached level (c), which simulated a living-room and 
provided echolocation and voice cues support, they said 
“Bigger… much more echo here”. Similarly, when 
reflecting on the experience, P4 said “the echo gave me a 
sense of space, but I found it hard to work out how far 
away I was. I think sometimes it was louder than others”. 

Regarding spatial navigation of the VE, P1 said “by the 
amount of walking I had to do, [level (a)] felt like a long 
corridor”. Once again, this participant’s perception of the 

environment matches the actual layout. Moreover, the 
gameplay think aloud comments of P2 and P3 showed 
them successfully identifying walls and drawers in 
different levels of Echo-House. For example, P2 said: “it 
looks like there's something up to the right” when 
exploring level (a) with the artificial mouth-click and 
standing next to a wall on their right. 

Participants commented on the need to learn to 
understand the sound emitted and the echo received. P1 
said: “I didn't know how to interpret the different sounds 
to find my way out”. This is true for participants who can 
echolocate as well; after finishing the evaluation of Echo-
House, P3 declared: “I was probably learning what that 
click sounded like and of course that was going to take 
some time”. This shows that participants needed time to 
become familiar with the echo produced in the VE. 

Echolocation works differently for each person because 
of the uniqueness of the mouth-click and HRTF of each 
individual [32, 33]. This was evident when P2 and P3, both 
expert echolocators, interacted with Echo-House. For P3, 
the artificial mouth-click used in the VE was less sharp 
than his own: “The click sound isn't as sharp as the one 
that I usually make myself [even though] I’m not sure if 
my click is unusually sharp”, they said. 

Participants also obtained different degrees of spatial 
information from the sounds available. P3 declared “I get 
more information from the clap rather than the click, 
which is unusual. I get more information usually from the 
click myself”, whereas P2 felt they could obtain more 
information from the mouth-click. 

People who use echolocation make sense of their 
surroundings by listening to the delay of the echo coming 
back to their left and right ears. P2 and P3 felt this delay, 
especially on level (c), which simulated a spacious living-
room, with P3 saying “[this level] probably feels bigger so 
I'm hearing more of the sound delay”, and P2 saying: “on 
the left is more delayed that's how you can tell there's 
more space on the left”, while standing on the bottom 
right corner of level (c). However, regarding the accuracy 
of the delay, P2 added: “I think maybe the simulator is too 
quick with the feedback because it's all about the time; the 
timing of the feedback indicates what the distance is and 
it's such a small change… it's just happening so quickly. I 
really have to be listening for it”. 

Our analysis suggests that while participants 
successfully perceived the echoes generated and could get 
some idea of the VE, the echolocation accomplished with 
Echo-House did not necessarily feel like the echolocation 
they were used to from their experience in the physical 
world. P3 said: “So normally as I move closer to a wall I 
would hear it more clearly than I'm hearing it here”. 
When asked whether using echolocation in the virtual 
world would affect their echolocation skills in the physical 
world, P3 said it would not. 
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3.2.2 Moving and interacting. Participants pointed out 
the need for more information from the environment and 
the way in which the virtual character interacted with it. 
When colliding with obstacles on level (a) (corridor, 
echolocation only), P1 wondered: “Am I walking past 
cabinets or getting into the cabinets? I didn’t know if I 
was walking past [the cabinets] or actually banging into 
them”. Regarding how the virtual avatar interacted with 
the environment, this participant declared: “I didn't know 
how tall things were or if I was just walking past them or 
if I could climb over them or if I had to go all the way 
around them”. 

P1, P2 and P5 pointed out other physical differences 
they felt when exploring Echo-House when compared to 
the physical world. P1 mentioned the ability to hear a 
sound to indicate where the goal was: “the ability to make 
the target make some sound, I don't think you could 
necessarily count on that in real life but it's good that you 
could do that in the virtual environment”. P2 highlighted 
the lack of the physical feeling of the room: “if I walk into 
this [lab] room, I can tell there's concrete under the carpet, 
the carpet is not a fancy carpet that feels good to walk on, 
and that [feeling] was not at all on the computer”. P5 
explained how they get information from the world via 
the sense of touch: “I use the balls of my feet to feel the 
rough things on the edges of the train platform [and] not 
get lost when I walk from one platform to another. I use 
the walking stick to prep where steps are, where the edges 
are. It is a very tactile thing and I was missing this 
feedback in the game”. This matches previous findings 
regarding the sense of presence in VEs [33, 42]. 

Regarding using the arrow keys to move the virtual 
avatar around the environment, P2 initially expressed 
concerns about not having a frame of reference for how 
each key press mapped to the virtual avatar. The virtual 
avatar required longer presses to walk and P2 was 
pressing the arrow keys softly for very brief intervals. 
After a while, the participant figured out for how long to 
press the keys and declared “It took me a while to get used 
to them… and then I went into this sort of more 
explorative mode”. This is visible in the auto-generated 
video recordings of P2 playing session, where at first, they 
moved very slowly and after discovering how the key-
press affected the movement of the virtual avatar, they 
started moving more swiftly. While P3 did not comment 
on the effect of the key-press in the movement of the 
virtual avatar during the post-interview, video analysis of 
their playing session revealed a similar behavior, starting 
with short arrow key presses then using longer key 
presses as they understood how much it was necessary to 
press an arrow key for the virtual avatar to move. A 
similar behavior was not observed on P1, P4 or P5, who 
have low vision; these participants seemed to move more 
confidently in the VE. 

Participants commented on the controls of the virtual 
avatar and the separation of the walking and viewing 
directions. P1 declared: “I wasn't very clear on the 
difference between moving my head and moving my 
body”. P2 pointed out the importance of feedback on the 
position of the head: “ok so I need to remember which 
way I'm looking… That's tricky, that's a problem in some 
sense because without any feedback of where it is you can 
forget”. 

3.3.3 Need for additional scaffolding. Participants agreed 
that spending more time interacting with Echo-House or 
having a training phase would have improved their 
understanding of the mouth-click and the echolocation 
capabilities of Echo-House. According to P3: “it took a 
while to get used to [the click]. This probably means that 
for someone to really use this it's just a little bit of training 
because you're incredibly attuned to the dynamics of your 
own head for the echolocation”. For P4 “it’s more a matter 
of getting used to what the difference in sound means”. 

P2, P3 and P4 agreed that it is necessary to incorporate 
additional orientation cues. P4 commented: “if I started 
turning my head I would lose track of where I was”. 
Similarly, P3 said: “The main thing that I missed was some 
feedback on the head position”, and P2 said: “there isn't 
enough information to tell which one is the direction I'm 
facing, and I would just like to have some more clue”. 

P2 and P3 proposed different solutions to the problem 
of needing additional orientation cues. P2 suggested: “just 
hold down Control and left or right to take you to the 
nearest compass point. This could give me a certain 
orientation so if I do go too far to the left it'll bring me 
back on track”. P3 suggestion was: “it could be quite easy 
to add a key that just re centers the head so that you now 
have a baseline”. Additional general suggestions from 
participants included: giving more detailed instructions 
and voice descriptions of each level (P1, P3, P5) and 
mapping one press of the arrow keys to one footstep (P2, 
P3, P5). 

4 DISCUSSION 

Thaler and Goodale [39] argue that echolocation can help 
blind individuals represent “spatial relationships between 
objects, or the spatial structure of a scene”. Virtual 
environments (VEs) and videogames contain complex 
scenes that are almost impossible for people with visual 
impairment to freely explore, and audiogames provide 
limited mechanisms for exploration. Addressing these 
limitations, echolocation could help people with visual 
impairment make sense of scenes and objects in VEs or 
videogames by helping them understand the relationships 
between the spatial objects in these scenes. 

The aim of this study was to analyze if it is possible to 
build a VE that enables participants to simulate 
echolocation, and to evaluate the feasibility of using 
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echolocation to explore this environment. To achieve this 
aim, we designed an echolocation-enabled prototype of a 
VE called Echo-House and tested it with a group of five 
participants, including two blind participants who are 
expert echolocators (P2, P3) and three participants with 
low vision (P1, P4, P5). 

One notable limitation of our evaluation study is that 
we were only able to recruit a small number of 
participants. This is because we aimed to recruit 
individuals who were located on campus of the university 
where the research took place, and who were blind or had 
visual impairments, and we decided not to use sighted 
blindfolded participants to guarantee the relevance of our 
results. These criteria made it difficult to find suitable 
participants. Furthermore, this was a feasibility study and 
we wanted to find out if using echolocation in a VE was 
possible at all before engaging a larger number of 
participants. 

Sample size is a topic of heated debate in qualitative 
research, with small samples having limited acceptability 
in the research community [13, 16]. The key to 
determining the ideal sample size in qualitative studies is 
data saturation, which is the point at which no new 
information or themes appear from conducting more 
interviews [11, 22]. Guest et al. [22]  Boddy [11], and 
Morse [28] argue that, in order to determine the sample 
size of a qualitative study, the scope of the study, the 
quality of the data, the time spent with each participant, 
and the homogeneity of the population being studied 
should be considered. Even though the sample size of this 
study is small, we consider that the scope of this study —
being a proof-of concept laboratory-based evaluation—, 
the time spent with the participants —no less than an 
hour, with P2, P3, and P5 staying for longer—, the rich 
quality of the data provided by expert echolocators, and 
the relative homogeneity of studying a population who 
share a common trait and similar beliefs, justify the small 
sample size of this study. 

While it could be argued that a participant who is hard 
of hearing should not be taken into account in a study 
investigating echolocation, we have decided to keep the 
insights provided by P5, as they illustrated the limitations 
of the technique, and the fact that this participant 
managed to complete all the levels highlights the 
importance of providing additional means of feedback that 
are not always present in current VEs. 

All participants completed the three levels available in 
Echo-House, with level (b), the level without echolocation, 
being the level completed the fastest by most participants, 
as shown in Table 3. While this result may at first seem 
counter intuitive, qualitative data reveals this result can be 
explained by participants taking more time to familiarize 
themselves with the echolocation features of the program 
and subsequently spending additional time interrogating 
spaces before navigating to the goal. The extent to which 

participants used echolocation varied significantly, with 
the two expert echolocators using the artificial mouth-
click far more often than the participants with low vision, 
as seen in Fig. 3. The fact that some participants completed 
the levels using the artificial mouth-click sparingly and 
that the level that did not offer echolocation capabilities 
was completed faster seems to indicate that 3D binaural 
sound is sufficient to locate goals in a VE. However, 
echolocation was nonetheless useful, especially for 
participants who can echolocate in the physical world, as 
it enabled them to identify features such as the drawers in 
level (a) (echolocation only) and proximity to walls. 
Without the ability to use echolocation in the VE, these 
features would have been inaccessible for them. Therefore, 
we consider echolocation in VEs has the potential to 
improve the ability of a blind person to explore a VE, 
albeit research with a larger sample will be necessary to 
make more definitive claims. 

Echolocation helps people with visual impairment 
create a mental map of their surroundings by letting them 
estimate distance to obstacles [38]. While our evaluation 
of Echo-House did not assess participants’ ability to create 
a mental map of the VE, incidental findings, such as 
participants describing level (a) as being long, or their 
ability to perceive the drawers or their proximity to walls 
on level (a), or their description of level (c) as feeling 
“bigger”, suggest that echolocation could help participants 
create a mental image of a VE. Future research could focus 
on assessing the ability of participants to create mental 
maps of a VE through echolocation. 

In education, scaffolding refers to providing aids to 
assist students in learning a new skill [8]. We believe that 
with sufficient scaffolding, the usefulness of echolocation 
to explore VEs could be increased. Moreover, participants 
identified possible scaffolding techniques that could be 
introduced in future iterations of Echo-House, such as 
providing a training phase or providing additional 
location cues. As echolocation varies from person to 
person due to the unique characteristics of each 
individual’s mouth-click sound and HRTF [32, 33], 
providing customizable click sounds, where players can 
change the frequency and pitch of the sound, could 
improve their usefulness. 

Our participants noted an impaired sense of presence 
in the VE due to the lack of tactile feedback and the 
different feeling of echolocation in the virtual world. This 
is analogous to the need for visually impaired people to 
make use of different mechanisms, such as canes, guide 
dogs and echolocation, to create a richer sense of presence 
in real world scenarios. Presence refers to an individual’s 
sense of physically being in a VE [12, 33]. Similar results 
have been found before in other evaluations of VEs [33, 
42]; therefore, this detachment from the VE was to be 
expected. Moreover, using the arrow keys to control the 
direction in which the virtual avatar walked and the keys 



 

 

a-w-s-d to control the direction it was looking caused 
confusion in participants. Participants suggested simple 
alternatives to reduce confusion; they recommended 
mapping the pressing of the arrow keys with individual 
footsteps and adding more environmental cues to have a 
baseline they could go back to if they got disoriented. 
Additionally, it is possible that the use of different input 
devices such as joysticks, head-tracking devices, or 
allowing participants to walk-in-place could make 
interaction clearer, whilst increasing the sense of presence 
[14, 42], 

While there are many studies on echolocation in the 
physical world and its perceived benefits [24, 25, 32, 38-
40] and some studies exploring the use of sound to 
navigate VEs [15, 26, 29, 34], the only study we have 
found that uses echolocation to navigate VEs is the 
preliminary research by Wu et al. [44]. Our study provides 
an in-depth analysis of blind and visually impaired 
participants using echolocation in a VE, thereby 
contributing to this emerging and important research 
area. Moreover, the fact that the software plug-in used for 
the development of Echo-House is available for two main 
game-developing platforms means that the results of this 
research can easily and quickly be added to existing or 
future VEs and videogames, making the findings of this 
research applicable in contexts other than laboratory 
evaluations. 

As designers continue to develop technology to address 
the needs of people with different capabilities, they will 
have to explore novel interaction techniques to improve 
accessibility. These techniques are important not only for 
providing access to digital information and services, but 
also for ensuring people with different abilities are able to 
take part in activities that have become a central part of 
our digital culture, such as playing videogames and 
exploring virtual environments.   

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have outlined the design of an 
echolocation-enabled virtual environment (VE). and 
presented the results of a proof-of-concept laboratory-
based evaluation of this environment. Our initial 
evaluation revealed that while 3D binaural sound allows 
participants to find specific goals in a VE, echolocation 
enables them to explore the environment and identify 
certain features that would be otherwise imperceptible to 
them. Additionally, our evaluation revealed the need to 
provide proper scaffolding for participants to be able to 
make the most out of the echolocation capabilities of the 
VE. Other issues such as the need to establish a strong 
sense of presence and defining good controls and feedback 
mechanisms were also uncovered. 

Given the importance of virtual experiences in our 
modern culture, it is necessary to design technologies that 

support access for everyone regardless of their sensory 
capabilities. If the proper support is provided, 
echolocation could enable people with visual impairment 
to access virtual environments. 
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